polhode. In this part the hypothesis of Descartes on the Pineal Gland is established in the most scientific way.
Under the title: Mechanism of Movements of Heart -On Mathematical Concepts, the Heart of Human Body is considered to be the main Pump to circulate Blood, the essential Fluid of Human Body. It has the shape of Double Helix with Muscular appearance. The movement of Heart is a Thermo-Dynamical movement causing Contraction and Expansion due to the variation of heat carried by Blood into Heart. The use of Dopler-Effect on velocity of Blood and also of Fluid-Mechanics on Blood-circulation is introduced.
In the article entitled: Cervical Deformations -Its Causes and its Deductions on Mathematical Basis, the author has tried to locate the deformations in the Cervical region and to explain the deformities by Geometrical and Mathematical deductions. The article also includes the following between ten parts: Parts of the Cervical Region; its articulation and its stability; Three dimensional divisions of Human Figure The author's intention in this book is to help the management of physically handicapped or disabled persons. The book will help mainly the researchers, physicians and medical surgeons to calculate physiological movements on the basis of degrees of freedom and replacement of bones to avoid properly the shortening and extension of limbs and other parts of human structure, to make a human being restored to absolute normalcy as well as the original position. The book contains also many figures and graphical presentations.
I warmly recommend this book, as very useful to researchers in the field of Biomechanics, medicine and corresponding interdisciplinary fields.
Katica (Stevanović) Hedrih

